Honeywell Vector Occupant App

Available on iOS and Android

- Door access
- Indoor way-finding
- Space rating
- Comfort requests
- Digital photo ID
Door Access
with a Smartphone

Cards are expensive to buy & replace

Vs.

Cards can be misplaced, stolen or forgotten

Short read range

Managing cardholders is complex
Indoor Way-finding with a Smartphone

Ask for directions, waste time
Expensive signage, maps
Difficult to obtain data on traffic patterns

Vs.
Space Rating
with a Smartphone

Email, paper, online surveys

Difficult to give instant feedback

Vs.

Not easy to consolidate feedback quickly
Comfort Requests
from a Smartphone

Occupants must call or email to register comfort requests

Difficult to collect data to identify location-specific trends
Photo ID
on a Smartphone

Cost and inconvenience of printing & updating badges

Users often likely to forget or misplace badges